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findCRA to Share Its Innovative CRA Solutions at the ABA Risk & Compliance Conference 2023 
 
Louisville, KY – findCRA will be onsite at the American Bankers Association’s Risk & Compliance Conference in San Antonio, Texas the week 

of June 13th through June 16th.  The event will be held at the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center, just a few blocks away from the Alamo. 

 

findCRA will be an exhibitor at the nation’s leading compliance conference, bringing together compliance and risk management 

professionals and industry thought leaders from around the nation.  The multi-day event will feature discussions on a variety of banking 

compliance topics including CRA modernization, fair lending, and more.  findCRA will showcase its innovative Community Qualifier and 

Contexter software products that help banks to simplify documentation and research regarding their federal regulatory requirements under 

the Community Reinvestment Act. 

 

“The ABA RCC is a unique opportunity where banking leaders and regulators come together to drive important conversations and 

connections in the banking risk and regulatory space.  The conference gives findCRA a powerful opportunity to share the innovative way our 

research software tools significantly reduce the time and cost for banks to comply with  the CRA.  We’re excited to connect with our 

customers, bankers, and other industry leaders at this event,” said Brian Waters, President & COO of findCRA. 

 

findCRA will be onsite in the Marketplace at booth #117 with Ben Loehle, CEO; Nikki Huyear, VP, Director of Bank Sales & Customer Success; 

and Mr. Waters in attendance to discuss the company’s offerings. 

 

Headquartered in Louisville, KY, findCRA provides banks of all sizes a more efficient way of meeting their CRA regulatory obligations with its 

online research engine that puts CRA first.  The company provides comprehensive, consistent data and instant insights into CRA alignment 

for nonprofits and performance context for every community in the nation.  Its cloud-based software tools – Community Qualifier and 

Contexter – simplify time-consuming CRA research efforts by organizing hundreds of critical data points into an intuitive research engine.  

 

The ABA Risk & Compliance Conference is hosted and held annually by the American Bankers Association, the largest industry trade 

association serving America’s banks.  This year’s conference combines the previous Risk Management Conference and Regulatory 

Compliance Conference into a single event.  The conference will convene nearly 2,000 banking professionals to discuss compliance, 

regulatory changes, risk management, and advocacy with top industry experts.  To learn more about the conference visit 

https://www.aba.com/training-events/conferences/risk-and-compliance-conference #abarcc on Twitter. 

 

 

 


